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Uonnegative matrices, generalized eigenvectors and dynamic 

programming 

by V.H.M. Zijm * 

Abstract 

In this paper we present a· detailed analysis of the structure of a 

set of nonnegatiye matrices (not necessarily stochastic) which 

plays a role in several dynamic programming recursions (~~rkov 

decision processes, Leontief substitution systems). We investigate 

the asymptotic behaviour of these recursions and give an appli

cation, arising from the study of sensitive optimality criteria 

in l'1arkov dec i sian proces ses. 

Zusammenfassung 

In dieser Arbeit gebe3 wir eine detaillierte Analyse der Struktur 

einer !-jenge von nicht-negativen Matrizen (nici1t notwenJig stochas

tisch), die in verschiedenen Rekursior:sgle:'chungen bei dynamiscilen 

Progranmlierungsproblemen eine Rolle spielt n~rkoffsche Entscheidungs

prozesse, Leontief Substitutionssysteme). lJir behandeln das asympto

tische Verhalten der Wertiteration bei diesen Problemen und geben 

eine Anwendung die sich bei der Untersuchung VO::l sensitiven Opti

malitatskriterien in Markoffschen Entschei<.lungsprozesseri' erglbt. 

* University of Technology ~indhoven 

Department of liathematics 
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Nonnegative matrices, qeneralizcd eigenvectors and dynamic programming 

by 

W.H.f4. Zijm 

1. Introduction 

In this precis we present results of the author's work concerning the theory of 

sets of nonnegative matrices and its applications to dynamic programming recur

sions which appear in growth systems. The theorems will be stated without proofi 

a more detailed treatment can be found in [16],[17J,[18J and [19]. We conclude 

with an application, arising from the theory of Markov decision processes. 

Consider a set M of matrices, which is generated by all possible interchanges 
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of corresponding rows, taken from a fixed finite set of nonnegative N x N-matrices. 

In this paper we study the asymptotic behaviour of the utility vector x(n) (a col

umn N-vector), defined by the following dynamic programming recursion 

(1) x (n + 1) max P x(n) 
P<'M 

n=O,I,2, ••• 

where x(O) is a fixed, strictly positive vector. From the structure of M it is ob

vious that we may take the maximum component-wise in (1). 

N:1nnegative matrices, and especially recursion (1), play an important role in a 

wide range of applications, e.g. additive Markov decision theory (Bellman [IJ, 

Howard [4]), risk-sensitive (multiplicative) Markov decision chains (Howard and 

Matheson [5], Rothblum [7]), controlled multitype branching processes (Pliska [6J) 

and Leontief substitution systems (Burmeister and Dobell [2J). Compare also 

Sladky [1~],[11]. 

Afte'r introducing some notational conventions and recalling some well-known results 

about nonnegative matrices, we will state the main results and point out a number 

of important special cases. In the final section we give an application, dealing 

with sensitive optimality criteria in Markov decision chains. 

2. Preliminaries 

A matrix A is called nonnegative (positive) denoted by A c 0 (A »0) - if all its 

coordinates are nonnegative (positive). A is called semi-positive - denoted by 

A > 0 - if A c 0 and A # O. Similar definitions apply to vectors. By [AJ. we denote 
~ 

the i-th row of A, by [AJ
ij 

its ij-th element. 
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We will refer to the indices l, ••• ,N as states; S = {l, ••• ,N} is 'called the state 

space. The set M of nonnegative matrices is defined as follows: 

Let V C S, P
1

,P
2 

€ M then P, defined by [P]i = [P1]i for i € V, [pJi = [PiJi 

for i i V is also an element of M. 

Let (1(1') be the spectral radius of P (~ M. Then o(P) is the largest positive eigen

value of P and we can choose the corresponding eigenvector ~(P) > O. If P is ir

reducible then even ~ (P) »0 and o(P) is a simple eigenvalue (Berron-Frobenius 

theorem). If P is reducible then, eventually after permuting the states we may 

write 

P = 

P12 ••• Pls 

1>22 • P2s 
• 

• P 
ss 

with P .. irreducible with spectral radius 
~~ 

0i(P), for i = 1, .•• ,s. We say that p .. 
~~ 

has access to P!! if 

have Pk k > 0, j 
j-l' j 

for some sequence of integers kO 

1, .•• ,0. The sequence {Pk.,k.; 
J J 

= i < k 1 < • • • < k 0 = .t we 

j = l, ••• ,o} is called a 

chain. Furthermore p .. 
~~ 

is called basic, resp. non-basic if o. (P) = o(P), resp. 
~ 

o. (P) < o(P). It is well-known (compare 
~ 

e.g. Gantmacher [3]) that ~(P) »0 if and 

only if each non-basic class of P has access to some basic class, whereas no 

basic class has access to any other irreducible class of P. 

The length of a c~ain is the number of basic classes it contains. The index v(P) 

of P is defined as the length of its longest chain of irreducible classes (com

pare Rothblum [8 J) . 

Having these concepts, we are ready to formulate our results in the next section; 

the generality of these results will be discussed in the remarks after the theo

rems and will be illustrated in section 4. 

3. The main results 

Our first theorem deals with a decomposition result for sets of nonnegative matri

ces, In fact it implies a far-reaching generalization of the Perron-Frobenius 

theory for nonnegative matrices. 

Theorem 1: There exists a matrix P € M, with spectral radius a and index V, and a 

partition {DO,D1, ..• ,Dv} of the state space S,such that after eventually permut

ing the states, we may write, for all P c M: 
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/ 
/' 

r 
PA A PA A • . . p ... P... 0 V,V v,v~1 v,1 V, 

P ... 1 ... 1'" p ... p ... 
v- I v- v-l~l v-l,O 

(2) P 

PI,l P
ltO 

t PO,O 

where P .. is defined on D. x D. and P .. = 0 for i < j, i,j = O,.,.,V and for all 
~,J l. J ~,J 

P c M. Furthermore there exist vectors ]1(1), ••• ,]1(v) such that 

(3) " ]1(k) = & Jl(k} + Jl (k + 1) k L""v-l max P ll(k) P = 
PEM 

(4) max P Jl (v) = P lJ (v) (J ll( \» 
Pc:M 

Let lJ i (k) denote the restriction of lJ(k) to D. (k = 1, •.. ,Vii = O"", V), The vec-
l. 

tors lJ(k) can be chosen in such a way that for k = 1 ,,,,V 

(5) lJi (k) 

Finally we have 

(6) max 
PEM 

»0 for i ~ 

= 

k lli (k) 0 for i < k . 

A 

< (J 

The proof of this theorem may be found in [8]. For a precise description of the 

nature of the decomposition we refer to [16]. 

Remark 1: Notice that (3), (4) and (5) together imply 

and since JJk (k) »0 we find 

max 
PEM 

"-
(J JJkCk) k = l, ••• ,v 

k = 1 , ... ,v 

o 
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Remark 2: Suppose all P I M are irreducible. Then V 
from (4) and (5) 

1 and DO = ~ and we conclude 

max P 11 (1) 

PcM 
P \J(1) = a \J(1) »0 

a well-known extension of the Perron-Frobenius results to sets of irreducible non

negative matrices (compare e.g. Sladky [10J). 

Remark 3: Suppose M contains only one (reducible) matrix P (hence P = Pl. Then P 

is characterized by a set of nonnegative vectors lICk) ; k = l, ..• ,v which are call

ed generalized eigenvectors in this case. If in addition every non-basic class of 

P has access to some basic class of P (i.e. DO =~) then the generalized eigenvec

tor of highest order (\J(1» can be chosen strictly positive.These results (exten

sion of the Perron-Frobenius theory to generalized eigenvectors) are also proved 

by Rothblum [8]. 

Remark 4: It will be clear that we may formulate similar results for the set of 

matrices PO,O' defined on DO x DO' and with respect to aO = max a{Po,o)' Continu
PcM 

ing in this way we obtain the complete block-triangular decomposition as it is 

formulated in [18J. 

The results of theorem 1 are exploited in [17J and [19J to study the asymptotic 

behaviour of x(n), defined by (1). To avoid complexity in the notations we make 

one additional assumption, namely: all matrices which occur infinitely qften.as a 

maximizer in the dynamic programming recursion (1), are aperiodic (i.e. a(p) is 

the only eigenvalue on the spectral circle of P) • 

Theorem 2· Let V'a and {DO,D., •.. D,,} be defined as in theorem 1. There exist vec-
(Tj (v) ~ \l 

tors x , •.• x such that 

(7) 

with p < a. Let furthermore x~k) denote the restriction of x(k) to Di for 

k = 1, ••. ,v ; i = O"",V. We have 

(8) 
(k) 

»0 (k) 
0 for i < k k = 1, ... ,\; i = O"",V ~ i Xi 

Finally the vectors (k) 
k l, ... ,v satisfy the functional equations x , "" 

(9) max P x 
(v) 

(J x 
( v) 

FcM 

(l0) P 
(k) "( (k) (k+l) ) k 1, •.. , v-l max x (J x + x = 

PcM 0 
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Remark 5: Since Pi,O == a for i > a and for all P, the behaviour of xOCn) (the res

triction of x(n) to DO} is only influenced by the matrices PO,O' In view of re

mark 4 it follows that the behaviour of xO(n) can be described more precisely by 

an asymptotic expansion in 0
0 

max 
PcM 

complete result, described in [19J. 

o (Po, 0)' Continuing in this way we get the 

Remark 6: Analogous, but more complex, results can be formulated if we drop the 

aperiodicity assumption stated above. 

Remark 7: Once having the block-triangular decomposition, equations (9) and (lO) 

can be used to develop policy iteration procedures. Furthermore (7) makes it pos

sible to estimate & and V. These subjects will be treated in a forthcoming paper. 

4. An application:sensitive optimality 

Suppose we have a discrete time Markov decision process (M.D.P.) with finite state 

space and finite action space. In other words: each P € M is row-stochastic 
n 

(.L
t 

[pJ .. = 1), whereas with each P there is associated a reward-vector r(P). As-
J= ~J 

sume reP} ~ O. Consider (for fixed k E {O,l,2, ••• }) the following dynamic program-

ming recursion 

(11) 
(k) 

vn+l n=O,1,2, ... 

Van der Wal [14J showed t~at these recursions play an important role in the study 

of so-called k-'average optimality criteria in M.D.P., a concept introduced by Slad

ky [9J, as an extension of Veinotts' [13Jovertaking optimality criterion (compare 

also Sladky [12J, van der Wal and Zijm [15J). We are interested in the asymptotic 
(k) 

expansi01 of v • However, by a simple trick we may reformulate (11) into 
n 

(k) 
P rep) v 

n+l 

(n+l\ 
1 1 

\ k ) 

(n+l) 1 1 k-l max 
PcM 

n+l I I 1 

• 
1 1 

1 

n 

1 

hence theorem 2 gives the complete asymptotic behaviour of v(k) 
n 

Note that equations (9),(10) turn into the'well-known'policy-iteration equations for 

k-order average optimal policies (for k = 0 we deal with Howards'equations for ave

rage optimal policies) • 
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